These dress casuals take me straight from the office to a casual dinner with the girls.

I love that I don't have to sacrifice style for comfort.

In fact, they’re so comfortable that I don’t even need to prop my feet up at the end of a long day... but I do anyway!
Angela seen here in the Ros Hommerson *JOYCE*

www.RosHommerson.com
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Available in SLIM | NARROW | MEDIUM | WIDE | WIDE WIDE

Available in SLIM | NARROW | MEDIUM | WIDE | WIDE WIDE
The worst part about a dress-up affair—the foot pain afterwards.

But these evening dress shoes are made with supportive, quality materials that compliment my wardrobe.

I can dance the night away knowing my feet will be just as comfortable at the end of the evening as they were when I arrived.
A. HEIDI 75002 (9G) Black Diamond, (9B) Silver Iridescent Glitter, (97) Black Microtouch, (13) Black Leather

Available in  SLIM  |  NARROW  |  MEDIUM  |  WIDE  |  WIDE WIDE
These comfort casuals are perfect for kicking back with friends or for standing in long lines at the airport. They’re supportive yet lightweight which makes them perfect for traveling. I take them with me everywhere!
A. CAMRY 62031 (4L) Light Blue Nubuck, (09) Black Nubuck, (7R) Cork Nubuck
C. CAMEO 62020 (10) Black Leather, (6C) Coffee Burnished Leather, (88) Pewter Leather

Available in SLIM | NARROW | MEDIUM | WIDE | WIDE WIDE
B. **CARUSO** 62021 (85) Silver Stretch, (92) Black Stretch |
C. **CARMELA** 62030 (4G) Blue, (3G) Orange, (5G) Pink, (1G) Black |

Available in SLIM | NARROW | MEDIUM | WIDE | WIDE WIDE
I can’t even describe the comfort and support. I am in love. These stretch shoes are like yoga pants for your feet!
A.

Navy Available in M & W Only

Brown Available in M & W Only

Wide calf

B.

Brown Available in M & W Only
A. BRITTANY 69107 (49) Navy Nubuck, (09) Black Nubuck, (71) Khaki Nubuck
B. BIANCA 69114 (16) Black, (60) Brown
C. BRIDGET 69111 (10) Black Leather
D. BELINDA 69110 (10) Black Leather
E. BESS 69108 (15) Black Suede
F. BONNIE 69106 (11) Black Leather & Suede

Available in: NARROW | MEDIUM | WIDE | WIDE WIDE
A. **FLYNN 62023** (10) Black Suede & Mesh, (47) Navy Suede & Mesh | B. **FLY 62024** (10) Black Suede & Mesh (47) Navy Suede & Mesh |
C. **FANNY 62040** (10) Black, (08) Pewter | D. **FRANKIE 62042** (10) Black, (85) Silver |
E. **FINDLAY 62044** (4C) Sky Blue, (10) Black, (30) Bone

Available in | NARROW | MEDIUM | WIDE | WIDE WIDE

Available in | NARROW | MEDIUM | WIDE | WIDE WIDE
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